for tip-dated sequences that were generated under larger panmictic N e tend to enforce an agebased coalescent pattern on the posterior distribution of trees, that in turn results in systematically inflated estimates of µ (Fig. 1 , Emerson et al. 2015 ). An aged-based coalescent pattern is where DNA sequences of older age diverge closer to the root, and thus cluster together more basally within a tree, whereas younger sequences tend to diverge and cluster together more terminally, as is expected under small N e . However, as N e increases topology will depart from an age-based coalescent because lineages of different ages can easily co-segregate in the same population (Box 1, Emerson et al. 2015) . Here it is useful to point out that for a coalescent-based method, such as employed by BEAST, the gene genealogy can be viewed as a nuisance variable when the objective is to estimate mutation rate (Felsenstein 1988) . In the definition of the likelihood of the parameters given the data, L(Θ|D) is proportional to Pr(D|Θ),
where Pr(D|Θ) = Pr(D|G,Θ)Pr(G|Θ) (summed across all possible genealogies), D is the data, G is the tip-dated gene genealogy and θ; Θ is the model parameters (including θ = 2N e µ). (2015) suggest that when true N e is large, thereby resulting in gene trees deviating from an agebased coalescent pattern, the small prior for N e leads to the sampling of suboptimal trees that are a better fit to an age-based coalescent pattern. When the suboptimal trees introduce homoplasy and associated higher numbers of mutations to accommodate the observed patterns of polymorphism, the prediction is for µ to be over-estimated (Emerson et al. 2015) .
What we urge is not the abandonment of tip-dating, but a more thorough evaluation of parameter inference when tip-dating is undertaken. In the long-term, more is needed regarding the understanding of the relationships among the prior distributions as well as the posterior distributions of tip-dated trees, N e and µ when using BEAST. Until then, it would seem wise to report and compare the posterior distribution of tip-date constrained tree topologies with that of unconstrained topologies, and this can be readily achieved by comparing BEAST- derived tip-date constrained topologies with those derived from MrBayes (e.g. Appendix S1, Emerson et al. 2015) . Although this may not be an optimal solution, it is one approach to assess the magnitude of the problem. It is relevant to point out that as even only a small number of inferred mutations may influence the estimation of µ, tests for broad topological agreement between unconstrained and constrained topologies may not be sufficiently informative.
Specific assessment of topological differences, and their consequences with regard to the amount of inferred mutational change within the tree will be required. The issue we highlight both here and in Emerson et al. (2015) is likely to be less consequential for viral analyses, where N e is expected to be small, and thus an age-based pattern of coalescence is expected to be more common. However, it is still pertinent to demonstrate, rather than assume, that inferred trees are not confounding parameter inference. 
